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The things i love about vermont are the beautiful environment but i'm worried
about something president biden approved of this march 2023 and it's called the willow
project. The willow project is a huge oil drilling in Alaska and it will last 30 years and it
will kill all the arctic animals because it will melt the arctic 4x faster. I also heard that we
will only live till 50 due to climate change. I mean I get we need oil but are cars and
other oil needing vehicles really more important than animals and human lives?

It’s not fair that with just one snap someone can kill all the animals and change
all human lives forever!! And most likely the same thing that will happen to us (we will
only live to 50 due to climate change) will probably happen to our pets! And since most
normal pets live to 10-20-30 they will die around 5-8-15 and that's not ok!! A famous
quote that stephen hawking said was “we are in danger of destroying ourselves
because of our greed and stupidity we cannot remain looking inwards at ourselves on a
small and increasingly polluted and overcrowded planet.’’ and I couldn't agree more
because nowadays everyone only cares about money and not the environment we live
in and we are so greedy now. And i also agree a lot with the stupidity part because of
our stupidity and greed we are ruining the world!

And I don't want Biden to continue the stupid willow project because I have very
many loved ones that will also die because of this dumb project and I think it's a horrible
thing. I mean, are there that many people that are lazy that they can't even just ride a
bike? Because of them animals will go instinct and then we are next. I just want to live a
normal life but because of people's greed I can't even have nature and that's not fair.
And I don't get WHY Biden CAN’T even listen to over 3,000,000 people.Like what? I
wanna know what he thinks is more important. Us or stupid oil? Obviously humans and
animals but guess what BIDEN DOES NOT CARE!! And it is so stupid and I hate him
and nothing can change my mind. I know hate is a strong word but he deserves hate. It
makes me sick when i think about the willow project and biden I have a very strong
opinion on him and that stupid project!

It makes me sad to think how less he cares about us, himself,and animals. And if
all of us just ride bikes there will be less accidents and deaths from car accidents. And if
some people just stop using cars we will put a lot less gas into the atmosphere. I dont
get why we have to suffer for his actions. I’m just glad it doesn't start till 2027. I guess i'll
just have to use up all the time I can outside while I can. I just really don't want to live
like that because of his stupidity. It's so awful to know how much trash there is in the
world and there is nothing stopping it. The world is just pure awful now… :(




